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To build a world-class
'Mo Valley' in Wuhan

A model of the most popular
airport fire truck, Panther, was
showcased at the exhibition. The
truck was designed by the
Austrian company Moodley and
received the Red Dot Award from
Germany. Since its design in
1992, more than 1,000 have
been sold worldwide. In 2011, its
cool appearance won it an

important role, Sentinel Prime, in
the third Transformers movie.

Luo Cheng, chairman of the
Shenzhen Artop Group, said that
Artop and Moodley are now
working together to build a world-
class "Mo Valley" at Wuhan D+M
Industrial Design Town. Upon
completion, it will be devoted to
providing product designs, brand
strategies, and technologies for
clients.

Designs for better living
The 3rd China Excellent

Industrial Design Awards
Ceremony also took place at the
exhibition. Ten out of over 2,000
entries were awarded gold medals.
The Guide Infrared company was
the only Wuhan enterprise to win
first prize with its Thermal
Imaging Camera. The company
has completed the research and
development of the camera, and

it is preparing for mass
production.

Apart from motor trains,
helicopters, fire engines, and
drilling platforms, most of the
exhibits on display were those
close to the lives of people, such
as a cleaning robot from Ecovacs,
intelligent building blocks from MI,
and high-definition makeup
mirrors that can be adjusted into
three makeup modes.

The second CIDE receives wide concern
By He Liang & Huang Ying

In the Jinyin Lake area, a new
greenway will be built to connect it
with the surrounding greenways,
forming a lakeside wetland greenway
area with a total length of about 42
kilometers. The 37-kilometer
lakeshore line will be opened to
create an ecological landscape for the
public. It will feature an ecological

view integrating the lakes, shores,
peninsulas, and seasonal flowers.
It is expected that the landscape
improvement project will be
completed by June of next year.

The total green area of the
landscape improvement is about
333 hectares, of which 63
hectares are water area. After its

completion, visitors can take a
cruise or dragon boat to have a
close view of the lake scenery.
Additionally, there will be many
entrances and exits along the
greenway with more than 3,000
parking spaces and nearly 20 rest
stations in strategic places for
leisure, catering, and first-aid rescue.
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The 2nd China Industrial
Design Exhibition (CIDE) was
held in Wuhan from Nov. 23
to 25. In attendance were
554 industrial design
companies and institutions
from China and countries
such as France, Germany
and Italy. At the sub-forum
held on Nov. 24, a total of
11 industrial design projects
were signed, with an
investment of RMB 15.1 billion.
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By Wang Yaxin

Various industrial design products at the 2nd China Industrial Design Exhibition


